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The first meeting of PTA was conducted on 28th July 2018 for the parents of First 

Year students of aided and self-financing courses. Parents attended the meeting in 

large numbers. The students whose parents could not attend the meeting were 

instructed to contact their class _ in charge teachers and obtain the permission. Prof 

Anjali Pathak welcomed everybody and introduced the concept of PTA, explained 

the goals and responsibilities of PTA through power point presentation in English as 

well as in Hindi for everyone to understand. Parents of 5 top T. Y. B. Com. students 

were invited and were felicitated at the hands of Vice President of Vivek Education 

Society Mr. K. S. Krishnan. He said that it is hard work of parents which has brought 

laurels to the children. 

 Prin. Dr. Vijetha Shetty addressed the parents and gave them the overall idea of 

curricular and co-curricular activities held in the college throughout the year. She 

also requested them to take active part in college functioning to resolve students’ 

issues if any.  Prof. Anjali Pathak, Convener, Discipline Committee made the parents 

aware about the disciplinary rules.Prof. Shefali Naranje, member, Examination 

Committee, spoke about examination and ATKT rules. Prof Prabhakar Musam 

spoke about the co-curricular activities like NSS, DLLE, NCC etc.  which are 

conducted in college throughout the year and explained how participation in such 

activities help overall development of the child. Prof Maya Hande explained the 

importance of 75% attendance in regular lectures/ tutorials and practical. 

Prof Jayesh Vaidya spoke about the facilities college extends to our students in the 

area of Sports. Prof Manisha Naik about cultural and extracurricular activities 

conducted in college along with Literary Activities which are conducted in English, 

Hindi, Marathi, Tamil and Malayalam. All these teachers also informed parents that 

these students who contribute substantially in these extracurricular and social 

activities are entitled to get 10 grace marks. 

For the self-financed division, the course coordinators explained the rules and 

regulations of the respective courses. Parents were requested to fill the feedback 

form which is designed in 5 languages (English, Hindi, Marathi, Tamil and 

Malayalam) to get the suggestions for the overall working of the college. 


